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Our Cover was designed

bq

Olivia Huntle

our complex eWorld.

'es can Influence groivth.

pports the artistic mind

e profound. Through an

d this painting with the

utd capture the spirit of

perlence at this school.”

Special thanks for the various artwork In the

yearbook, the qearbook staff, and Mr. 6ol

Front Title Page was designed bq Chase Qreene
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ning,

discovery,

and

achievement

in

our

country."

~

Paul

G.

Allen

"Life

without

industry

is

guilt.

Indu

without art is brutality." ~ John Pushkin "The theory of relativity came

Artists In

Although students come to UNCSA in order to grow and learn within

their arts, they must also attend academic classes! Here are some
highlights of artists in their academics from the 2013 -2014 school year.

Pierce and Caitlyn

discuss the importance

of education between

classes.

Annie and Ray are

getting excited for

health class!

8
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to

me

by

intuition

and

music

was

the

driving

force

behind

that

intuition."

~

Albert

tinstein

me

arts



,
that's really what art school is." ~ Ross Blecka "The Arts are an essential part

Academics

uiMoiie pu0 'suopoLuo pue suojssed jjopi huunidea 'uoissojdxo jo sueaiu on 9

of

public

education.

From

dance

and

music

to

theatre

and

the

visual

arts,

the

arts

give

children

a

uniq
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Teacher Superlatives
Most technologically

challenged

Mr. Pfefferkorn

Most likely to be a

successful style blogger

Most likely to be mistaken as
i

student

Mr. Smith

Most pickle pride
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Most likely to reach a million

followers on Twitter

Most likely to break

all levels of "Candy

Crush"

Mrs. Coyle

Mr. Milner

Most likely to catch you sending

Snapchats during class

I

Mrs. Streblow
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student Life

Chris Kilgore, Danni Weiner, Jade

Direnfeld and Andrew Hollinger

enjoy the weather.

Pierce, Matt,

tons on a

ond Levi work their
sunny afternoon.

A few students attentively

listen to their teacher's

wise words.

•f



Kourtnee Schippel becomes a

bearded banana.

in GSA embr,
dbiliiiQ^
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We're Back
at It Aoalnl

Welcome Back Weekend
which included a dance and

carnival complete with a

water slide, rock wall, and

mechanical bull, definitely

got the year off to a great start!
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Crew and PL members
hanging out in the

connector.

LiLi Pigott sits contemplating what
to do with her board this month. Emeline Ward, Annelise Senkowski,

McKenzie Cornish and Eric Mount get

ready to move the new students into

the dorms.

Cretiv/PL

Crew and PLs getting ready for the

new students to arrive!

Bryar Loftfield is proud of

her Commuter Board.



Uesse Newman and
' Vleredith Bam hold the

'adder for Ty Sykes while

ne cleans the chalk board

during crew/PL week.

LiLi Pigott and Annelise

Senkowski, PLs on Sanford 2 ,

are ready to lead the first

walking tour.

\/lariah Reives is

eady to be done

jecorating Moore 3.

Adriana Greaves and Mariah

Reives are ready to move in the

new students and all their

luggage.

Caitlyn Mendicino, Austin

Lingerfelt and Maggie

Seavey sit on Pierce

O'Brien while he spreads

out on all of the chairs.

decorating.

The group goes bowling

during Crew/PI week to

break from the hours of

19
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Clubbfn
Rebecca Chae

enjoys the view

from the top of

Hanging Rock, NC,

which was one of

the first hikes

organized by the

Outdoors club

Mr. Bo and friends Shakespearin

Ty Sykes and

Meredith Bain

work diligently

during a

Yearbook

Above: Eric Mount, president of the outdoors club, and Austin

Lingerfeldt exploring some rural parts of Winston-Salem

A
t
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Betsy Mann an
Pierce O'Brien,
two seniors in

Yearbook Club,

always

bright eyed and
bushy tailed for
the early

tnorning work
periods
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Thanks to the staff members for all their hard work!

Editors Betsy Mann and Sarah

Huesman stressin’ over deadlines.

The many personalities of the "the

senior veteran staff members."



ilizabeth Mitchell and Emily Monroe are

elieved that they finished their yearbook

.pread. Gmrgia Cohen, Courtney Schenberger, and

Adriana Creaves love coming to Yearbook at 8:30

\ on Wednesday mornings.

n,^*t^ewis, KourViee ScN^el , Katie Dodds,

Carissa Puppo can't think oNa^hing better

to do on a Sunday 'afternoon ^^n finish

yearbook pages./ \

of our most

Pierce O'Brien.

^present a

yir. Bo was the first to finish his page dedicate

r-
1

• r

i'artly because he wanted a red velvet

cupcake. 23



...are there community i*

meetings.

. .do people dress

artsy.

Onl4 at

s

^% -rM

chooK*.



...are there Harry Potter

'and Mean girl

references on stalls.

m
—®

...do you get meal

exchange.

..do people take

dramatic photos with

ree



Top left: Students Hannah Church. Mangle

Seaveq. Caftlqn Mendfcfno and Pierce O'Brien

take a relaxing daif to enJoi| some mlnf^golf

.

Top right: Students Audreq klenzak and

Austin Ungerfeldt go downtown for the Qaq

Pride parade.

left: Matt Howard and Duncan Trawick share

a tender moment at Chill's bq the mall.

Bottom middle: Kate Duffg enjoqs the

comforts that come with being BPA free

while studying at Starbucks.

l

and.ltSfe
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tap left: Moggfe Seoveq rests

o troh luhfle she explores

Tanglewood Park,

lottom left: Students Chris Staton. Motile

Foster. MIml Healeq. Chase Green. Eric

Mount. Virginia U. Austin Ungerfetdt and

Jennifer Xiao go doivntou^n to celebrate

Hannah Harder's fSthblrthdag.

Top right: Hannoh church Is

amused at the things able

to be found at Luckq Strike

Vintage Boutique.

Left: Mckenzie Cornish and

MIml Healeq enjoq a U/ake

Forest football game.



HanpJlq Church frolicsj

througli-i^e hallway.

Bananas arTO babes

Shhhh||^[l|^k

ithbut tie-What
dye?

I

Napping in

the connector

rlprfJHK
/
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Halioweea

Biggest Loser

Meanwhile in

Sanford^cr"®

Selfies for days

#sinnize mm
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student

PARKING

ONLY

Da<( Pfckles

Middle Left: Joyner Horn and Hannah
Harder cannot wait to go back to their

comfortable homes after school.

Middle; Commuter Emmalie George takes

residential student Carson Mason to

Goodwill to shop on an artist's budget.

Middle Right: Claire Kendall and Kylene

Valoris goof off while waiting for their

delicious Panera Bread.

Bottom Left: Pianists Sydney Lukert and

Beatrice Serban have fun between classes



liates residential student^Dorn V^e
Kate Duffy to the fair. Eric Mount gooM
downing fried Rice KrispyTr^ll

O'Brien ^nS S/lollie Foster try to cc^hI
Rodriguez La Haie to ride a scary iSHB
the fair. Owen Dodds reacts after rll^g

Zipper. Claire Kendall’s Toyota Seguora

affectionately nicknamed "The Funk Bus

B5l||^a|BMlSfegsJIS>v^^
^ — \

^
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Prom

20

1

3
The Roaring 20‘s

The tables were set with sequins and

flowers. And our night began with a

"mocktail hour." The styles varied from

lace to ruffles, but who could forget

the teachers dancing the "Cupid

Shuffle." The music was lively and the

food was plenty. So here are some
moments from our night in the

twenties.





Coming to

o Close

We all know that the year is

crazy, but once everything is

done, it's time to kick back,

relax, and unwind. And what
better way to do so than at

Close Arts with friends, food,

and most importantly- funi

36
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Residence Life ^

Residence Life and Support Staff

work in the Connector, Sanford,

and Moore to ensure our artists

have clean, fun, and rewarding

experiences as UNCSA high school

students.

Left; Austin Taylor works the

Connector Desk while socializing

with students.

Lower left: Crystal Outlaw smiles

behind the Connector Desk.

Below: Angel moderates the

shenanigans in the Connector.



and Support Staff

^ Above: Erin Miller and Ms. Terri "l

^ work the Connector Desk before a

K-Vegas trip.

Right; Copeland Byars and Ms.

Terri welcome parents into the

Connector Building after a Wind
Ensemble performance.

The Connector Building acts as a

home, recreational space, and

working environment for UNCSA
high schoolers. Residence Life

enables students to work, rest, play,

and perform in an energetic social
I

atmosphere. i
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VIsuol Artfsts:

Gabriel Drew works on his

model pose.

The

their drawing skills in the

design studio.

fourth floor during

orientation

4

' Esu and Astnd enjoy a break

! j^efore heading to class.



level f

Visual artists cavort in

the drawing studio.

The drawing

studio awaits

students for figure

drawing class.

The VA 1 's make the most of

Halloween at UNCSA.

Gabriel Drew and
Jilian Barlow relax in

the Green Room.

A couple of VA 1 ‘s

brace the cold before

heading to class.

41



Right: Gabriel

Luciani and Olivia

Huntley have fun up

in the studios.

Left: Jennifer Xiao

works diligently on

her art work.

42



Top left: Chase Greene

and Will Taylor are

actually the same

person.

Middle left;Hayley Vinson,

Chase Green, and Forest

Horsley are works of art

themselves.

Middle: Virginia Li needs

a break from all of this

art.

Below: VA's enjoy having

the studios to themselves

late at night.

Bottom left: Mikaela and Forest do

whatever it is that they do.

Bottom right: Hayley and Olivia make
the most of the little free time they have.

\
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Breathe
"Take air into the lungs then exhale it

To be or seem to be alive because of this

Give an impression of

To be exposed to fresh air l

Say something with quiet intensity" J

Blair Best and Reagan Lukefahr

excited to see Winter Dance.

A pre-headshot selfie

Breathe works on contact

improvisation in movement class

Maddie Taylor, Dani Weiner, and

Dion Mills sport their new socks.

Quinn Kurscher and Reynolds

Duck take on Taming of the

Shrew.

Blair Best indulges in nature



Top row; Blair Best plays a ballad

after rehearsal. Andrew Hollinger, Colson

Dorafshar, and David Lindsay enjoy an

afternoon after a long day of rehearsals,

Luke Harbur discovers his inner "Garcin."

Left: Breathe celebrates Bryana's birthday

Rachel Haas, Bryana Barry, and Tyler

Campbell take a snow selfie.

Top row; Dani Weiner and
Maddie Taylor have a weekend
escape to Asheville. The Breathe

ensemble meets for the first time

Middle row: A few guys work on

their ninja skills before the gala.

Reagan Lukefahr and Christian Scale;

try out stilts.

Bottom row: Luke Harbor arches

before ARCH. Maddie Taylor, Dion

Mills and Dani Weiner explore Trade

mii



Taking a break from auditions

and enjoying a Chicago brunch

Dion Mills soaking up the Chicago sun

because he's too cool for school.
Rachel Haas ponders a

contemporary art piece,

CHICAGO

A stunning

shot of

Chicago on

the return

flight back

"home".

Owen Laheen reflects in a museum.

Reynolds Duck breaks the ice.

Luke Harbor meditates and levitates



HUBBARD STREET DANCE CENTER

Katherine Laheen, Dani

Weiner, and Dion Mills pose

after Second City.

Breathe releases stress with

some much needed pet

Maddie Taylor models in the hotel lobby.

Blair Best and

Reynolds Duck hit

the Chicago streets

Asa Gardiner bears the Chicago cold without a Jacket,

Reynolds Duck learns to fly after a

class at Hubbard Street Dance
Center.

,

Dani Weiner and

Chris Kilgore

after Second

City.

Seavor Roach on the plan# rsturni

affer a successful audition
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MUSIC

Above; Guitarist Christian Cail jams along as the only high school

member of the Jazz Ensemble - directed by Ron Rudkin.

Below: The Wind Ensemble warms up in the Stevens Center

before a concert.



Eric MOU
rkthrot

Danny M^alawsky, SaralfBryant, Emi

Sharpe and Emily Monroe warm up

before a chamber music concert.

The UNCSA
Symphony
Orchestra

combines with the

UNCSA Cantata

Singers and

members of the

Winston-Salem

Symphony Chorale

ut on Verdi’s

Requiem.

49



Performance Kouri
Left: Kati and Nico enjoy

collaborating with their

college peers in their

brass guartet.

Below: Rebecca Chae shows

off her virtuosic skills at the

keyboard of a piano.

Bottom Right: Mollie,

Camille, Meredith, Charlie,

and Pierce rock out during

the Chamber Music Festival.

Below: Beatrice takes a bow
after her magnificent

performance.

i
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'Music Academics

Gavin Maddock and friends

jammin' in the keyboard lab.

Right: Students in Mrs. Beck's

Aural Skills practice their

keyboard skills a few minutes

before class.

Top Right: Family Portrait with the

father of Music History: Dr. Dodds.

Left: Seniors attempt to stay

engaged during a Music

Literature lecture given by the one

and only Dr. Dodds.

51



Emi and Elizabeth show off

their piano expertise with the

"Heart and Soul" duet.

^Sharpe

and his

Sfavorite

^student,

Ashley,

pose in

the bass

hallway.

Danny, Bree, and Emily pose

before Performance Hour.

iLucas fingers his fiddle

Dom dominates in da practice rooms

Chelsea

and Eva

chillin' in

between

practice

sessions.

Camille toots her horn!
52



Preach little man!

'Brodie, Garrett, and Gina mess

around in the green room.

Pierce mentally

P^’^prepares while

Audrey sneaks in a

nap before Music
. p

Si

Literature

Jose hopes for the best

t30fnrp hie: lpe:c:nn

Paul: guitarist by da

model by night.

Mirror,

mirror

on the

wall...

53



Below: Underclassmen and teachers

dress up for Halloween!

Haley Miller and Bryar

Loftfield killing it in center.

Jade Direnfeld;

McKenzie

Cornish, Liz

Ciociola, and

Mimi Kate take

a cute picture

before

technique

class!

Betsy

Mann's feet

are literally

to die for!

54



Olivia Arendt

and Jade

Direnfeld pose in

their tutus

before rehearsal.

Kylene Valoris

and Alejandro

Mojica execute a

partnered

arabesque.

Annelise Senkowski and McKenzie

Cornish looking super fly in their blue

costumes for Winter Dance.

Above: BL3 takes a group picture

before variations class.

Haley, Janae,

Sydney,

Kirsten, and

Cailin pose for

a group

photo in their

Halloween

costumes.

Hannah
Davis and

Darion

Flores

rehearse

the Sugar

Plum Pas

for the

Nutcracker.

Darion Flores

partners Ahna
Lipchik in an

attitude while a

teacher forcefully

fixes the position

of Darion's head.
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CONTEM

This year,

contemporary

students celebrated

Halloween with

themes such as

"Ml Movie Run,"

“M2 Dreams Come
True," and "M3

Cuddle with Me."

PORAR

Y

A group enjoys their time Taylor and Trevor just can't

together during Emerging. get enough of the studios.

f .

Mariah and Yoshiko show
their spirit on Neon Day.

James, Hannah,

Trevor, and Carson

"werk" in ballet class.

Sue and Taylor performing in

Emerging Choreographers.
Trevor and Claire in

"Suffusion" in Winter Dance.

56



Carson Mason and Hannah M2 's smile before Brenda's

Marr prepare for Fall Dance. Fall Dance piece.

Brooke and Sue are ready Mariah, Hannah, and
for "How to Kill a Ghost." Mikaela bond up on Gray 3.

Carson, Yoshiko,

and Claire pose

with their

choreographer

and college

friends after a

successful

performance of

"Emerging."

Yoshiko Iwai and Mariah

Reives bond with their M3
class before Fall Dance.

The M 1 class poses for a

group photo before

Ming's piece in Fall Dance.

Claire Wilson, Sue Ishige,

and Kayla Rice pose for a

picture before Emerging.

Trevor and Janae take a

study break between

classes and rehearsals.

57



Dance

Performances
The first semester in the

School of Dance was busier

than usual. Rehearsals for

Emerging Choreographers

began just a few days into

the school year with

rehearsals for the Robert

Lindgren Memorial Concert

beginning just a few days

afterwards. After these

performances, dancers

prepared for Fall Dance and

a record-breaking

performance run of Ethan

Stiefel's The Nutcracker.

58



Winter Dance brought down the house with Raymonda,

Lucinda Child's Concerto, Jule Lane's How to Kill a Ghost,

and a brand new collaborative work between Wayne
McGregor's Random Dance and 1 00 dance students.
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Class of 20
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Sierra Armstong

Kennady Brim

Kyle Brooks K'

Sarah Bryant

Annie Ewell

Alexander Gordh

Mia Grichendler

Kathryn Hemphill

Caroline Henderson

Bridget Leyendecker

Kathryn Lovejoy

Megan Mckelvey
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Rebecca Nelson

Mackenzie Quattlebaum

Riley Robinson

Charlie Sothcott

James Terry

Kaylin Thistle

t

Sam White

Savannah Willis

Ray Yang

Far Left: Kaylin,

James, and

Megan take a

selfie before

World History.

Left: Mia, Sierra,

Savannah, and

Riley enjoy the

snow!
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Teresa^ga^ero
Gabneite'Coriel

^. Eseigroth

, -., i^^">Goebelbecker
' Ryan Jung

Kourtnee, Carissa;.j

Maddie, Katie, ancf^^’

Sarah as the Breakfast

Club on 80's day.

Rohiitia, Sarah, and April are all smiles

before'English.



JCathe^i^JI_sa .Kelischek

l!^is
.'

£?eiiTjfel Mala\A0|^

Ryan, Mcnally"

El^b^h Mitchell

Emily Monroe

Madeline Newlin-Si

JjDse Olean Vico ^
Canssa Puppo

Bree, Emi, Chelsea, Peter, Jose, and Eitan

working in Dr. Haigh's class.
Ty taking a dip in the BB&T fountain

m ' r

' f

67



Kathryn .l^c^scJrK

Tara SChiphof

Kourtnee Schippel

^arpe
te.-Shlm

i\ Peter Smith

h 'SVah Smith

im.-^trauss Cohn

Far Right! Ryan, yiian,. ^

and Elizabeth enjoying'

their food ah a
'

-,T

Sophomor^ocial.
_

Middle; Bree and;-’"”'"

'“Carissa doing split races

in the Sanford 2 i

hallway.

- Right: Maddie and Kat

_^aring an embrace.



Rohima Ward'-'

/^ff-:^atson

Sequoi^ Wright

Sarah Yang

Emma Zuber

Above:

in- the"

|r5l:^eFt.: li|a,enpyrng the beautifqi snow day>fcA

'-'- '
^ r r

Ryan aindpmeline as Peter a'nd thebirc

?S^^|^tici"the.^^olf.: A ,
v



^Sultry

Whatjust /labpi

favorite

senior

John is

af,vut

s'd'iool

ming
canceltea

Leyna loves you



Hey
there

Matt.

#KennyG

Sean shares a smile

It's Adventure Time! Lnnstiank

Annelise is ready to

take the stage for th

Chinese variation in

the Nutcracker.

^bas^'Wl'Pbs

\ /

1



Daniel Cail

Sienna Calvin

Soo Ji Chae

Connor Cheek

Camille Bergin

Allyson Blalock

Devann Boyd

Copeland Byars

Far Right:

Percussionist

Jefferson absorbs

the wisdom of

Dr. Ferri.

Right; Brooke,

Rayven, Sue, and

Taylor before

"How to Kill a

Ntcoletta feffo

Meredith Bain

Jutim Barlow

Merisa Baskin

Sam Bauserman

Sydney Bedore

Leyna Beery

Emi Bender



Katherine Duffy

Megan Elks

John Ferry

Maxine Ford

Dakota Galley

Allison Gelbron

Grace Gelpi

Emmalie George

Margaret Haddock
Aden Hamilton

Dayton Hare

Raymond Hawkins

Far Left: Visual

Artists Jeff and

Ally make their

way to class

amidst a sea of



Suzanna Haydt

Brodie Heginbotham

Joanne Hong
Matth^ Hc3Bszard

Kirsten Kitchens

Ahna Lipchik

Gehrig Loughran

Grade Mahaffey

Osei Malloy

technique class.

Middle Right:

Sydney and Dayton

at a performance.

Right: Julian

smizing for the

camera.

74
^

Elizabeth Huttman

Sue Ishige

Timothy Jones

Charlotte Keefe

Cailin Kluttz

Rayven Leak

Jason Lewis

Far Right: Kristen

and Gracie before



Sarah Savage

Annelise Senkowski

Paul Sessoms

Jeff Shea

Ivy Simmons
Julian Smart

Far Left: Sean,

Dakota, Marcus,

Devann, Dom,
and Meredith

enjoy the first

sunny day of

spring semester.

Left: Claire and

Kayla before^

going orbgiBe
for Winl^^nc^

Ashley Suh

Kristen Sumrell



Ethan Swofford

ominj^e Valenzuela

Hayley Watson

Alexandra Webb

Mila Webb
Claire Wilson

Levi Woodall-Posada

Clare Yu

Lorenzo Zapata

Matt and Sean

experience the rigor

of Intensive Arts.

Ahna and Connor take

a selfie during class. ^
Juniors mix with

underclassmen in the Meeting

Room

F . .ill!

kyi

!

1 4
^



Above: Juniors wait for meal

H

exchange in the Pickle Jar after

a long day of work.

Below; BFF's Paul and Alejandro

ir bond in the dorms.

Above; Lorenzo and Peyton

smizing post-NATS.
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Raymond Adams Olivia Arendt

"We're all bizarre, some of us are just better at

hiding it." -The Breakfast Club

Judson Baines Madison Baldwin

"The discrimination must stop. Zombies need

jobs too.jobz4zombies.org"
80



Gina Barnhouse Bryana Barry

"Mischief Managed"

Red Behnke

don't hate anyone, I promise, Reaiiy aii i do is cry about piants."

Hannah Bennett



Blair Best Astrid Blurr

"Oh, yes; the game was to just find something about everything to be if there is one thing Ive learned its that nothing is perfect, so instead of

, ^ n II n ^ n II
lingering in what could be fixed, love and emphasize whafs bcautiful eveti

glad about-no matter what twas. -Eleanor H. Porter, Pollyanna ^ ^ ^^ ^
It IS a little less than perfect.

Janae Bonnen Keaton Brower

"It's time to see what I can do, to test the limits "I'm going to do what l want to do. I'm going to figure out what

and break through!" -Elsa
-Stephen Chbosky, The Perks of Being a Wallflower
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Loren Brunson John Campbell

"You may hear the word NO nine times before someone says YES,

but If the elevator to success is broken you can always take the

stairs. If you love what you're doing, you will keep doing it."

Melvin Candelario Daniel Cavenaugh

Don't be afraid to be different.

You can change the world."
83



Hannah Church Elizabeth Ciociola

"It's amazing how far you can get with some costume

jewelry and cutthroat attitude." -Zombieland

"Just keep me where the light is."

-John Mayer

Georgia Cohen
"The road to success is always under construction." -Lily Tomlin

Mckenzie Cornish

"All the world is made of faith, and trust,

and pixie dust." -J.M. Barrie, Peter Pan
84



Mikaela Darnell

"Never get out of the boat."

Hannah Davis

"We do not need magic to transform our world. We carry all the

power we need inside ourselves already." -J.K, Rowling

Josiah Derby

"Oh God, you put me on the spot."

Jade Direnfeld

"Stay siutty!"

"Just keep swimming." -Dory



Michael Dodds Kiley Dolaway

"Imagination will often carry us to worlds that never "We're all pretty bizarre, some of us are just better at

were. But without it we go nowhere." -Carl Sagan hiding it, that's all." -The Breakfast Club

Reynolds Duck

"Fail Forward"

Katherine Finch

"The pursuit of truth and beauty is a sphere of activity in which we
are permitted to remain children all our lives" -Albert Einstein
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Willa Finck

"If we, citizens, do not support our artists, then we sacrifice our

imagination on the altar of crude reality and we end up believing in

nothing and having worthless dreams." -Yann Martel

Catherine Fitzgerald

"I can't go back to yesterday, because I was a different

person then." -Alice, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

Taylor Fleshman

"Yes, I can play stairway to heaven." -Taylor Fleshman

Megan Fletcher
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Darion Flores Mary Foster

I UNDERSTAND..." "I'm no hero. I put my bra on one

boob at a time." -Tina Belcher

I

Emily Gandhi
" And above all, watch with glittering eyes the whole world around you

because the greatest secrets are always hidden in the most unlikely places.

Those who don't believe in magic will never find it" -Roald Dahl

Asa Gardiner

"When in doubt, make a fool of yourself
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Brittany Geier Adriana Greaves

"Sometimes you have to face your deepest fears in order

to make your wildest dreams come true." -Tangled

William Green

WANT. A BRA ! Okay?! A bra! A bra, we
want a bra!" -Lizzie Mcquire

Rachel Haas

am seeking, I am striving, I am in it with all

my heart" -Vincent van Gogh



Luke Harbur

"If you view all things that happen to you, good or bad, as

opportunities, then you operate out of a higher level consciousness."

Hannah Harder

"You don't have to love me you don't even have to like

me, but you will respect me."- Hillary Clinton

Mimi Healy

'A life lived for art is never a life wasted." -Macklemore
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William Hilliard

"It's 1 06 miles to Chicago, we got a full tank of gas, half a pack

of cigarettes, it's dark... and we're wearing sunglasses. Hit it."



Andrew Hollinger Ella Joyner Horn

I don't have anything profound to say.

-Andrew Hollinger

"It is a far, far better thing that I do than I have ever done; it is a far, far

better rest that I go to than I have ever known." -A Tale of Two Cities by

Charles Dickens

Thomas Howerton
A

Forest Horsley

'Wherever you come near the human race there's

layers and layers of nonsense." -Thornton Wilder



Ethan Huberman

"If you aren't fired with enthusiasm, you will be fired

with enthusiasm." -Vince Lombardi

Sarah Huesman

"Leave some room in your heart for the

unimaginable." -Mary Oliver

Olivia Huntley

"u ain't gotta like it cuz da hood gon luv it." -Jay Rock

Kenya inoue

"You gotta love livin', baby, 'cause dyin' is a

pain in the ass." -Frank Sinatra

I
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Yoshiko Iwai Max Keene

"The worst enemy to creativity is self-doubt." -Sylvia Plath "Grind 2 Shine." -Max Keene

Claire Kendall

"I now walk into the wild." -Chris McCandless

Christopher Kilgore

"We're tinkering with the universe here." -Kelly Maxner



Audrey Klenzak Abigail Kulwicki

"But the real question is has Nemo found himself?"

Katherine Laheen Sara Laheen

"If this be magic, let it be an art." -The "Though I am not naturally honest, I am so sometimes

Winter's Tale Act V, Scene 3 by chance." -The Winter's Tale Act IV, Scene 4
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Sarah Lapinsky Mikaela Laxton

"The future belongs to those who believe in the

beauty of their dreams." -Eleanor Roosevelt

"Every single night and every single

day I'mma do my thang." -Miley Cyrus

David Lindsay

"It was me all along." -A "The world is shaped by two things-stories told and the

memories they leave behind "
-Vera Nazarian
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Gabriel Luciani Reagan Lukefahr

"First, I'm trying to prove to myself that I'm a person. Then

maybe I'll convince myself that I'm an actress." -Marilyn Monroe

Robert Lingerfeldt

"Sometimes me think, 'What Is Friend?' and then me say, 'Friend is

someone to share the last cookie with," -Cookie Monster

"Isn't It funny how day by day nothing changes, but

when you look back, everything Is different..." -C.S. Lewis

Bryar Loftfield
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Sydney Lukert Betsy Mann

"Anything is possible with sunshine and a little pink" -Lilly Pulitzer

Peyton Marion

"The question is not how to survive, but how to thrive with

passion, compassion, humor and style” -Maya Angelou

Hannah Mart

"I care deeply about what I do. Do I know what product I'm

selling? No, Do I know what I'm doing today? No, But I'm

here, and I'm gonna give it my best shot," -Zoolander 97



Kate McFalls Gabriel McGee
'The starting point of all achievement is desire. Keep this constantly

in mind. Weak desire brings weak results, just as a small amount of

fire makes a small amount of heat." -Napoleon Hill

Caitlyn Mendicino Clare Miller

"[I do not] condone fascism, or any -ism for that matter. -Ism's in “Medicated"
my opinion are not good. A person should not believe in an -

»

ism, he should believe in himself." -Ferris Bueller's Day Off98



Austin MorelHaley Miller

"Don't think or judge, just listen." -Sarah Dessen

Jesse Newman
'Without pain, without sacrifice, we could have nothing

Eric Mount

'Other than that, 1 enjoyed the play." -Mary Todd Lincoln
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Pierce O'Brien Rachel O'Connor
"Hope- It IS the quintessential human delusion,

"Mischief Manaaed"
simultaneously the source of your greatest strength,

and your greatest weakness." -The Architect

Taro Ohta-Weir James Phemister

"Life is like an onion: you peel off layer after layer and Walk with a purpose, even ii

then you find there is nothing in it." -James Huneker your purpose is just being alive."
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Lili Pigott Miranda Poe

It's not that I'm anti-social, I just don't like you."

L
Mariah Reives

It all started with a mouse." -Walt Disney

Kayla Rice

Don't be mad cause I'm doing me better than

you doing you." -Childish Gambino
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Seavor Roach

"No compromise." -Keith Green

Elizabeth Rogers

"Our lives are not our oxwn. We are bound to others, past

and present, and by each crime and every kindness, we birth

102 our future." -David Mitchell, Cloud Atlas

Sara Roberts

"Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing

IS going to get better, it's not." -The Lorax

Sarah Rogowskey

"Music is like air to me and I just want to

help you breathe." -Oliver Tank



Christian Scales

"I've failed over and over and over again In my life

and that is why I succeed," -Michael Jordan

Courtney Schenberger

"What the Biscuits"

Maren Schmidt

"Bye. bye, bye" -'N Sync

Margaret Seavey

"Thanks to a benevolent arrangement of things, the

greater part of life is sunshine." -Thomas Jefferson
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Beatrice Serban Emily Simpson

I repeat for the last time: to understand me, you'll have to "There is no success without learning from failure,

swallow a world." -Salim Sinai, "Midnight's Children"

Merissa Slattery Essie Somma

"Life IS like a roofie circle." -Maeby Funke
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Christopher Staton Cassie Sun

"If at first you don't succeed, then skydiving

definitely isn't for you." -Steven Wnght

Patricia Tanzer

"Christianity, if false, is of no importance, and if true,

of infinite importance. The only thing it cannot be is

moderately important." -C.S. Lewis

Madeline Taylor

"True alchemy lies in this formula: 'Your memory and your

senses are but the nourishment of your creative impulse'."

-Arthur Rimbaud, Illuminations 105



Vivian Thompson Duncan Trawick

"The world doesn't need any more hot chicks or tough guys

or smooth talkers - the world needs more you. And don't let

anyone tell you otherwise." -Bo Burnham

Manssa Udine Kyiene Valoris
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"The truth is you don't know what is going to happen tomorrow
Life IS a crazy ride, and nothing is guaranteed." -Eminem

“It is not necessary for the public to know whether 1 am
joking or whether i am serious, just as it is not necessary for

me to know it myself -Salvador Dali



Hayley Vinson

"Why didn't I just stay at home where it's nice

and quiet, and nothing ever happens?"

Elizabeth Waller

"A woman without a man is like a fish without a bicycle."

-Gloria Steinem

Dam Weiner

"Some people are worth melting for." -Olaf Frozen

Shanna Welch

"Allons-y"
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Eva Wetzel Ashley Whittle

"There are far, far better things ahead than any we leave behind.

-C.S. Lewis

Aexander Wilcox Dustin Wilkes-Kim

"You should always waste time when you don't have any. "Knowledge speaks, but wisdom listens." -Jimi Hendrix
Time IS not the boss of you." -The Doctor
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Morgan Wilkins Jennifer Xiao

"Our life is what our thoughts make it." "It was me all along, xoxo Gossip Girl"

-Marcus Aurelius

Kelsey Yoguelet

"It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live."

-Aldus Dumbledore

Mary Catherine Young
"I am still so naive; I know pretty much what I like and dislike; but

please, don't ask me who I am A passionate, fragmentary girl, maybe?"

-Sylvia Plath 109
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Erich Zheng

"You only live once, but if you do it right, once Is enough."

Congrats

Class of

20f4l
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standard Senior SUperla

Best SMlIti-

Haley Miller and Chris l^lgore

'Oana

iMost ll|ccl(( to make ((ou lau^h

and^®'^



rdduatloo

yuelet an'

te<^ »lace p
Never seen oport

The s.AAd Boys (Erich Zheng, Kenya

Inoue, Max Keene, and Austin Morel)

anci



r
Superlatives !

r Most Ifkelq to attend

everq show wfthfn each art

Erich Zheng

and Jade Direnfeld
/

Luke Harbur

and Maggie Seavey

Most Hkelq to be caught

sending a "Snapchat*

during class:

r

Never seen without their phone:

The Class of 2014
j

Most tikelq to lose

their One Card:

Most llkelq to

reach Internet fame:

Chase Greene and

Kayla Rice
V4f -

V.

Reynolds Duck

and Dani Weiner

'i

*

i

}

i

I

I



Art School Superlatives

Bfggest partq room:

f :: \

McKenzie Cornish

and Maren Schmidt

Austin Lingerfeldt and

David Lindsay

^ Most Hkelq to spend alt of ^

thefr free tfme at Camfno:

Yoshiko iwai and Pierce O'Brien

V y

Hannah Davis

and Asa Gardiner

Most tfketq to pull

consecutive all nighters:

K.

^ Most llkelq to get a "Cat M:*
^
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Liz,

We are so proud of the beautiful person

you have become, and we know that you
will meet future challenges with the

same quiet grace and determination with

which you have met this one.

Love, Mom, Dad and Michael

HItaela,

We are so very proud

of you! Coutiuueto

follow your dreams

baby girl!

imie.MomanaDail

Youare tne potteranaIamae
dapJtotime jebanpe me, colorlame la

shadesotmJa shades ol]/ou

ha emptpvessel aadmare the hreJUl

dialm are lordis mndernre. Create la

hiemrwork otart

We are soprouu ofvouMegan!loue , momjaag,

Hannah. Gramfma ami GramlaMy
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1
Congratulations and Best Wishes

I
to

i
Willa Finck and the Class of 201 3

1

(

i

i

Marie Hoepfl and David Finck

www.davidfinckviolinmaker.com

Luke,

For all you are...

For all you are yet to be...

We are proud of you!

Love,

Dad, Mom & Cole

I

-Audit
8

'Wi a^i all ia

and Kioh

“Vad and

I

'Wlom and Ltoih
{
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Mikaela Laxton
As the curtain closes on this stage of your life, we are

excited to see what comes next. Your sweet, tenacious

spirit, joy and love for others will guide you to "greater

things." Keep chasing your dreams; we will be behind

you all the way.

Love-Mom, Dad, Carleigh, Grade and Jacob

Jeremiah 29: 1

1

Darian Colson
"The world Is shaped by two

thlngs...storles told and the

memories they leave behind."

Vera Kazarian

Keep your wide eyed wonder and keep telling

stories. We love you.

Mom, Dad, Allegra, Lyon and Leone
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Maggie Seavey

You are loved beyond measure. We are so very proud of

the person you are becoming. We can't wait to see what

happens next!

Love,

Daddy, Mama and David

Congratulations, Joslah,
You have accomplished many things artisitically,

academically, and athletically, but we are most proud of

the young man you have become and how you treat others.

As this chapterin your lifecomes to an end and a new one

begins, knowthat we are here to support, encourage, and

guide you. If God be for you, who can stand against you?

We love you! Mom, Dad, Chloe, Jeremiah, Jonah, Abby,

Mariah, and Eden
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Congratulations

Kato

“THq starting point of all achievemont is

desiro. Keop this constantly in mind. Weak
dosiro brings weak resultsJust as a small

amount of fire makes a small amount of

heat." - Napoleon Hill

We are so proud of you and all of your

achievements. May the fires of desire for

your art always burn brightly. Can't wait

for act two! We Love You So Much,

Mom, Dad and Ben

Brittany, You came into this world with a lot of

excitement and you leave high school

with a beautiful sense of calm.

We are so proud of you, words cannot

describe how much joy you have

brought us!!!

"Everything is possible if you have the

courage to follow your dreams" -

Dream big, you have the talent to

make it a reality.

Love Mom and Dad
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What an amazing journey you've *^ad! You
•^ave worked 50 *^ard and come so far. Along
the way you've become a beautiful,

accomplished young woman.

You never gave up on your dream. Going forward
into t'^e next c^^apter of your life just know we
will be there cheering you on. Our "Kayla the

Dancing Girl!" Love. Mom & Dad

McKenzie Laura Cornish

TODAY YOU ARE YOU, THAT IS TRUER THAN TRUE,

THERE IS NO ONE ALIVE WHO IS YOUER THAN YOU. -DR. SEUSS

From the day you were born, you had one foot out the door.

Always taking chances, setting goals, living life doing what you

love. You amaze all who allow themselves to really “know" you

with your core values and beliefs.

We are openly biased about how wonderful of a person you

are. but are pretty confident that no one could deny that you

are not the fun loving and remarkable person that we love is in

our world. Keep spreading those wings, Butterfly

-Ail our love, Mommy. Daddy. Hadley. Grammy. Pop Pop, Grandma. Uncle

Alan, Aunt Danielle. Uncle Kurt. Jack, Auntie Heidi. Unde Collin. Auntie Marg.

Uncle Darren, Marie, John, Auntie Karen, Uncle Andy, Sophie.Callum & Millie
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Betsy Mann

Con^atulations
Betsy!

We are so proud
of you!

Love, Bop Bop, Mom, John and Katie
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Courtney ^henberger

Congratulations to a wonderful daughter, sister and accomplished dancer. Best of luck
after graduation as you pursue your passion! Ganbatte!!!



I

DbL^fi
\n/ifkwKhn
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Mary Catherine ^oung

Mary Catherine, we are so proudofyou — notjustfor what you have accompCishedin schooC

andin dance, hutfor the way you have gone about it. ^ou hjiew earCy what you wanted to do,

andyour determination has not wavered. %i^e are happyforyour successes, hut we are especiaCCy

proudofthe way you have handledchallenges, with grace andmaturity. iCe are also gratefuC

for adofyourfriends. We are expited to see what thefuture holdsforyou

!

Love,

9dom, (Dad, (Bryson, andWid

“Trust in the Lordwith adyour heart, andCean not on your own understanding. In adyour

ways achjicnvCedge dCim, andlHe undmahe yourpaths straight.
”

(Proverbs 3:5,6



;-0 '

ScdfcA

"Acting Isn't a game of 'pretend/

It's an exercise In being real."

Hfitd faAt""(i> “tfir fmvwibi

and tamlfi^ (|m/v po^
a& (|ea div^

UHxte/rA qBWt futU/rt.

Tkrii tioiff bt (fCMAinr bwMd
and h^fp i|eu Aot^fq /ridi

tli« /rip~hd9Ui dF fffiL

Go and let your STAR SHfN|!

We love you and are so proud of

you a enjoy iliie nex| wave!

ilove Mommy, DaddyyKenyon and

Gabpielle

P

i

'}

I

i

I
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Cdn^ident^ in tk direction &( dreamt.

iJve die d(epn have imagined. - Henrg David Thoreau

Iffaccmp^ greaethings, m mu^en^Pdnig act. biPPaliff dream.

nffP ffnbgpban. buPabiP believe. - Anateie France

I^gpii believe in gouriel^ even hal^OAmuch OAgowr mPher dm.

there An& limitPt whatgffii can aec&mpluh. - VmrMm
* lam Ja incredM^/itmd e/fpii and Itmyen mmdm werdi midpouFy expre.

Veu are die mndiine my Cgf
*

Reagan ElimbePh

VmYe GrmPPlamf Te^dajf idjfe^ihr ik^f

Vmr mmMti ^ mttipf, ..0m pfe^ttr mpfl

Vm’dkm0r up!

Vm'bbSe mtpf§reaP

Vm'KjM theht^ pher^ Mr Ed /t0v /tet^t^f

- Pr Sem -
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Congratulations Rachel!

We are so excited to see how you will impact and improve this world

we live in, as you move onto the next season of your young life.

You have always been a true blessing to us, and have enhanced our

lives immeasurably.

Love you.

Mommy, Daddy and Lauren

"Here's to the crazy ones— the :

misfits, the rebels, the

troublemakers, the round pegs in

the square holes. The ones who
see things differently— they're

not fond of rules. You can quote

them, disagree with them, glorify

or vilify them, but the only thing

you can't do is ignore them

because they change things.

They push the human race

forward, and while some may
see them as the crazy ones, we
see genius, because the ones

who are crazy enough to think
1

that they can change the world,

are the ones who do,"

~ Steve Jobs



Reynolds Duck

We are so proud of your many
accomplishments: notably for being a

scholar, photographer, dancer in ballet

and contemporary, vocalist, actor, and

for having a magnanimous presence in

all things you endeavor.

We Love you! Mom, Dad, and Riley
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Congratulations,

Katie

I am proud of your

hard work,

determination, and

success.

Your problems

always seemed so

small, because your

dreams are so large.

You have the power

to change the

world. Go do it!

Love, Mom

Emily,

You have given us more joy than we could have

ever imagined. You have thrilled us on the stage

and delighted us with your dedication and hard

work in every aspect of your life. You have done
it your way and made us all so proud. We are

excited for you and can't wait to see what you
will embrace in the next chapter in your life.

We love you.

The Simpson and Reap Families

"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.

Live the life you have imagined. "-H.D. Thoreau

"We hope days come easy and the

moments pass slow, and each road leads

you where you want to go" -Rascal Flatts
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